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The Lord of Chaos is here and he’s out for revenge.Having defeated his evil uncle and the Cult
of Set, who tried to send him to the afterlife, the perpetually fourteen-year-old King Tut is looking
forward to a relaxing summer vacation. But then Tut discovers that his brother Gilgamesh has
been captured by the Egyptian god Apep, Lord of Chaos. Gil helped to vanquish Apep
thousands of years ago, and now Apep is back for vengeance. It’s up to Tut and his friends, Tia
and Henry, to find Gil and stop Apep before he succeeds in his scheme to swallow the sun and
plunge the world into darkness forever.Don't miss this second adventure in the Curse of King Tut
Series series perfect for Rick Riordan fans!Please note: This book was originally published as
Tut: My Epic Battle To Save the World in 2017, Copyright (c) P. J. Hoover
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Against MeIcould outrun anything. Messenger bikes. Angry hippopotamuses. Cheetahs. Okay,
I’d never actually outrun a cheetah, but I was sure, given the chance, I could. I was the great
pharaoh Tutankhamun, after all. King Tut. Plus I was immortal. Except in this weird nightmare I
was having, whatever was chasing me was gaining on me, and I couldn’t seem to pull on any of
my immortal powers no matter how hard I tried. It wasn’t going to end well.Just before my
imminent doom, I woke up covered in sweat to the sound of someone pounding on the door of
my townhouse, and a renewed sense of dread filled me. Something besides the nightmare was
right at the edge of my mind. I knew when I remembered it, I wasn’t going to be happy.I stumbled
downstairs, right as the shabtis were letting in my best friend, Henry. His messy blond hair
looked like he’d passed through a hurricane on the way here, and his mouth was filled with a
huge bite of bagel and cream cheese. He finished chewing and then uttered the four dreaded
words that restored my memory.“Time for science camp.”Things that an immortal fourteen-year-



old pharaoh living in Washington, D.C., might do over summer break? Stay out late. Try out every
food truck on Pennsylvania Avenue. Swim in the Reflecting Pool. Science camp was not on the
list.“I’m not going to camp,” I said, rubbing my eyes to clear my head from the nightmare. It had
felt so real.“But you promised.” Henry took another bite of the bagel. Pure disbelief covered his
face as he chewed. Not that I had any clue how he could be surprised. The last thing I intended
to do over summer break was go learn about a bunch of science stuff I already knew. Why
anyone would willingly spend two weeks of summer vacation in camp was beyond me.“I never
promised,” I said, trying to remember my exact words.“You did, back in January,” Henry said.
“You said that it was the least you could do after your crazy uncle tried to kill me.”Ugh. He was
right. My uncle had tried and nearly succeeded. If the god Osiris hadn’t intervened and
transferred all the energy from my scarab heart into Henry to heal him, Henry would have died.
But afterward, I’d been caught in a moment of weakness. I’d been feeling sentimental. After all,
I’d been willing to give up my immortality to save Henry. It was without a doubt the most unselfish
thing I’d ever done.But now science camp wasn’t sounding like such a fun bonding experience.
Images of boring classrooms and songs about the periodic table filled my mind.“Hmmm . . . ,” I
said.“You were sitting on the futon when you said it,” Henry said, like that would help refresh my
memory.“I always sit on the futon.” I plopped down on it for effect. It was the only real seat in my
family room besides Gil’s chair, which was faded and covered in patches and was so old it had
probably been made during the time of the dinosaurs. Gil was my older brother—or at least he
pretended to be. His chair had been empty for the last six months, ever since he went away. The
leader of my shabtis, Colonel Cody, asked if we could rid the apartment of it on a daily
basis.“That’s beside the point,” Henry said, eyeing Gil’s chair and then opting to sit on the faded
green camel seat instead. I hadn’t sat in Gil’s chair either. I kept waiting for him to come back.
And if Gil sauntered in the door and someone had their butt in his chair—or worse, if his chair
wasn’t here—he’d be out for revenge. I wanted Gil back, but I didn’t want him to put shaving
cream in my pillowcase once he got here.Two of my shabtis, Lieutenants Virgil and Leon, ran
over with a huge glass of orange juice and a plate of scones. Now this, to me, was the perfect
way to start the morning. Science camp was not.I should explain about the shabtis. They were
these six-inch-tall hand-painted clay figures that had been placed in my tomb to wait on me in
the afterlife—365 of them, to be exact. But unlike me, who’d never actually been placed in the
tomb, they’d been stuck in there until 1922. Then when my tomb had been opened, they’d found
me here in D.C. Ever since, they’d been my eternal servants. I know it sounds kind of weird, like I
have pint-size clay butlers waiting on me hand and foot, but they’d been bound to me from the
moment they were created. The spells written on them made it that way. Also, it made them
really happy.Horus sat silently on the top of his cat scratching post, swatting his tail back and
forth, watching scarab beetles scurry across the room. He’d softened a bit toward Henry in the
last six months, but he still kept his distance. I think he never got over the fact that Henry had
almost chopped his tail off with a sword.“Then what is the point?” I said. I grabbed my spiral
notebook from the coffee table in front of me and flipped through it. In the last six months, I’d



listed out every place in D.C. that I’d searched for Gil and also all the places I still planned to go. I
was getting way closer to the end of the list than I wanted to be.Henry grabbed a scone from the
plate and started picking little pieces off it. It looked like blueberry today. That or maybe rhubarb.
Lieutenant Virgil made a different flavor every day. It was a new thing he’d been trying, part of his
effort to serve food befitting a pharaoh while still staying up with the times. Scones were great
and all, but I was hoping he’d go through a doughnut stage soon.“The point is that you promised
you’d go. I asked, and you said, ‘Yes,’ and if that’s not a promise, then I’m not sure what is.”It
wasn’t exactly how I remembered the conversation.“I said maybe.”“You said yes.”“Henry’s right,”
Horus said, finally deciding to enter the conversation. “And if you two don’t stop bickering about
it, someone’s going to get eviscerated.”Coming from Horus, that wasn’t an idle threat. Horus was
a god, and things like evisceration were nothing unusual with the gods. Also, seeing as how I’d
known Horus forever, I figured Henry was the one in danger. Horus would never eviscerate me. I
think.“See? Even Horus agrees,” Henry said, edging away.“Horus just wants you to stop
complaining. Right, Horus?”Horus jumped down from the top of his scratching post and onto the
coffee table in front of me.Yes. Horus was a cat, in addition to being a god. A talking cat. It was a
god thing. And when he wasn’t a cat, he was a falcon. It was a little confusing, but those were the
basics.He narrowed his one good eye at me. The other had been scratched out in an epic family
disagreement. Losing an eye might seem horrible, but Horus definitely came out ahead in that
fight.“What I want is for you to do something besides look for Gil,” Horus said. “You haven’t done
anything else since school let out, Tutankhamun.”This is probably a good time to address that
Tutankhamun thing. Yes, I was King Tut, Ruler of Upper and Lower Egypt. At least I was before
my uncle, the worst relative anyone in the world could have, yanked me from the throne and tried
to kill me. Thankfully, the gods smiled on me and made me immortal. Pretty cool, right? Except
they’d made Uncle Horemheb immortal, too, which wasn’t quite so cool. It took a long time, over
three thousand years, but I was happy to report that Uncle Horemheb was no longer a problem
in my life. He’d been cast into the underworld. Devoured by the crocodile goddess, Ammut. She
probably had indigestion.Me? I was still immortal. I got to live forever. I could never die. What
wasn’t quite so lucky was that I was stuck at fourteen. I used to rule Egypt. Now I was never
going to get out of middle school.“That’s because I intend to find Gil,” I said, holding up my
notebook and flipping open the pages. They were filled with everything I could remember about
Gil.Yes, that Gil, as in Gilgamesh, former Sumerian king, who also happened to be immortal. Or
at least he used to be. But I’ll get to that. The thing was that Gil and I had been living together,
roaming the earth, for thousands of years. He’d been the older brother I’d never really had the
chance to have. And then he’d just up and left, leaving me no clue about where he’d gone.I’d
been mad at first. Okay, furious. I deserved more than that. I at least deserved a goodbye. But
then I started getting worried. Because—and here’s where we get into the immortal thing—Gil
used to be an immortal, just like me. But then that whole mess with my uncle happened, and
Henry was dying. I wasn’t going to let that happen. I had to do something. That’s when, with
Osiris’s help, I transferred all my immortal energy to Henry to heal him. My scarab heart drained,



and it left me . . . mortal, just like everyone else in the world. And that was fine. I was prepared to
grow old and die.But I guess Gil wasn’t quite so prepared for me to die, because without even
asking, he’d shoved his scarab heart inside me, making me immortal once again, and dooming
himself to mortality. And then he’d just taken off, without even saying goodbye. After three
thousand years together, that was not cool at all. I was going to find him and . . . well, I wasn’t
sure what I’d do then. I’d figure that out when the time came.Oh, and as to whether Henry was
now immortal or not, since he got pumped full of all that scarab heart energy . . . that was still up
for debate.“You’re obsessing about Gil,” Horus said. “You need to do something else, because
you’re driving me crazy, and you’re not making any progress.”“That’s not true.” I tried to find
something in the notebook that would prove him wrong. It was filled with lots of stories of me and
Gil facing perils of extreme danger during heroic adventures. Or at least that’s how they sounded
when I wrote them down. I’d been revisiting all those places, searching for him. But my list of
places here in D.C. was almost done. I planned to continue my search overseas next, where
ancient Babylon used to be. One of my shabtis, Captain Otto, was working on my
passport.“Then what have you found?” Horus asked, sitting on his haunches and flicking his tail
back and forth. “Tell me one thing that’s given you any clue as to where Gil is.”I stared at Horus. I
tried not to blink. From the camel seat, Henry sat silent, picking at his scone. Even he knew that
interrupting Horus wasn’t a great idea. But my efforts at a staring contest against Horus were
more futile than hunting Bigfoot.I blinked and looked away. “Fine. You’re right. I haven’t found him
yet. But you know, it would be nice if someone else helped me.”I said it way more sarcastically
than I probably had to, but Horus was a god. It seemed like finding an eighteen-year-old formerly
immortal ancient Sumerian king should be simple for him.“I am helping,” Horus said.“How?”“I
have feelers out.”“What kind of feelers?”“Just feelers,” Horus said. “Now go to camp with Henry.
You need a change of pace. And it’s only for a couple weeks.”I turned to Henry. He grinned at me
like he’d just beat me in a game of Tetris. With both him and Horus after me, there was no getting
out of it.“Just today,” I said. “I am not committing to the entire time.”“Perfect,” Henry said, standing
up. “We are going to learn so many cool things.”That, I highly doubted.I glanced around the
townhouse. There were no less than fifteen shabtis scurrying around, cleaning the place, but
their leader was nowhere to be found.“Where’s Colonel Cody?” I asked a purple shabti named
Lieutenant Roy. The shabtis came in all sorts of colors. It had something to do with their ranks
and specialties.Lieutenant Roy stood on the bookshelf directing the cleaning efforts. It’s what he
did best.“I believe he had an errand to run, Great Master,” the purple shabti said. He snapped his
fingers and pointed to the shabtis scooping up the scarab beetle shells that decorated the
wooden floor of my townhouse. Horus ate the insides, but refused to clean up after
himself.“What errand?” I asked.Lieutenant Roy crossed his arms over his chest and bowed.
“Great Master, he didn’t tell me.”“When’s he going to be back?”“Great Master, he didn’t tell
me.”Colonel Cody had been running lots of errands lately. I’d tried to figure out what he was up
to, but he’d managed to keep it from me so far.“When he gets back, tell him not to leave again. I
need to talk to him.” I’d tasked Colonel Cody with helping me find Gil.The shabtis and Gil kind of



had a love-hate relationship. They thought Gil was a heathen since he didn’t worship the
Egyptian gods. Gil got annoyed when they wouldn’t do simple things for him, like wash his dirty
socks and underwear. But I think the real reason the shabtis didn’t like him so much is because
Gil didn’t, in their opinion, show me, the former ruler of Egypt, the proper respect. Respect or
not, I wanted Gil back, and the shabtis would help me.“Very good, Great Master,” Lieutenant Roy
said.I looked to Horus one last time. But he was staring out the window, lost in whatever kitty-god
thoughts ran through his head. And then he jumped out the window onto the fire escape, with no
explanation of where he was going. So I changed out of my pajamas, and Henry and I set off for
science camp.2Where I Go to Summer CampScience camp was at the zoo. We walked to
Woodley Park because it was way faster than taking the Metro. Henry, unlike me, had dressed
for the occasion. He wore a bright blue T-shirt with “O Mg” in yellow lettering. He caught me
staring at it.“Do you get it?” Henry said, pointing to the letters. “Oxygen. Magnesium. OMG.”Even
though I didn’t want to spend my day at science camp, that didn’t mean I wasn’t smart. I could
recite the periodic table backward if required. Not that it had ever been required for anything in
life. For that matter, neither had been reciting it forward. It was just one of those random skills I’d
developed over the course of my immortal life. Scientists kept changing it, adding more
elements. I hoped that one of these days they’d name one after me. Tutankhamunium. It had a
great ring to it.“I get it,” I said.“I could order you one,” Henry said. “Two-day delivery. It would be
here by Wednesday. We could wear them on the same day.”I liked Henry—he was my best friend
—but I had no plans to be all twinsies with him.“No, that’s okay,” I said. “Then it wouldn’t be as
special.”“I wouldn’t mind,” Henry said. “Maybe for your birthday.”“Maybe,” I said. My birthday
wasn’t for another month. Camp would be way over. Not that I’d technically be older on my
birthday, but it was still nice to celebrate. Every year Gil got me some stupid gag gift and we went
out for pizza. I had no intention of letting that tradition die. I had to find him.Henry then
proceeded to start reciting random animal facts.“Did you know that an octopus has three
hearts?” Henry said.Amid all the knowledge I’d gained in the last three thousand years, octopus
anatomy was not part of it.“Not eight?” I asked. I could see the logic in eight: the same number of
hearts as tentacles.“No, Tut, not eight.”“Sounds like somebody didn’t think that all the way
through,” I said.“Well, it does have nine brains, but only three hearts. There’s one for each of the
gills, and one for the body.”“Huh. Do all fish have three hearts?”“Just all cephalopods,” Henry
said. “Do you know what a cephalopod is?”“Yeah, I know,” I said quickly, because, one, I did
know, and, two, I didn’t want Henry to tell me any more about them.We were just outside the zoo
now. A giant mural of a snake covered the wall. I’d never noticed it before, but it could have been
new. Fancy murals were going up all over the district. Last I heard, there’d even been talk of
painting one on the Air and Space Museum.“Okay, did you know that snakes don’t blink?” Henry
said, pointing at the mural.Snakes were a little more common that octopi. “Yeah, that I knew.” I
also knew that snakes smelled with their tongues.“Don’t you think that would be super-
uncomfortable?” Henry said, blinking for effect. “I mean, let’s say you get a piece of dust in your
eye. How are you going to get it out if you can’t blink? It’s not like snakes have hands or arms.



They can’t just wipe it out.”“I never really gave it much thought,” I said.“You should study animals
more,” Henry said. “I’ve been researching them since school let out.”Henry had been
researching way more than animals this past month. He challenged me daily with odd science
facts and quizzed me on obscure vocabulary words like “phrontistery” and
“podobromhydrosis.”“Okay, one more,” Henry said. “Did you know there’s this weird jellyfish
that’s basically immortal?”I laughed. “Yeah, whatever.”“No, it’s true, Tut,” Henry said. “Its cells can
revert back to their original form in moments after being injured. And if we look at the principles
in this immortality versus scarab hearts—”I put up my hand to stop him. “Enough.” Immortal
jellyfish were nothing like scarab hearts. I was willing to bet that the jellyfish would die if
someone accidentally put it in a blender, immortal or not.Okay, that would probably be pretty
uncomfortable for me, too. I had no intention of testing the theory.“But what if it’s true, Tut?”
Henry said. “What if all your god stuff can be explained with science?”This is what Henry’s
research came down to. He was convinced that all the crazy stuff he’d seen in the last year had a
perfectly scientific explanation, even things like Horus talking. I hadn’t shared this little tidbit with
Horus yet. It would only make him grumpier when Henry was around.“Where are we supposed
to go, anyway?” I asked.Henry pulled up some sort of camp brochure on his phone and zoomed
in. At the top of the screen were the words Science Made Fun—You’ll Never Want to Leave.This
was completely not true. I already wanted to leave, and it hadn’t even started.“It says here to
meet at the elephants,” Henry said. “We’re supposed to look for a camp counselor with the red
shirt that says, ‘Science Rocks.’”This was much easier than I would have thought. The camp
counselor stood by the elephants, camera ready. The second we walked up and Henry asked
about camp, she snapped a picture of each of us and printed out badges, laminating them on
the spot with our names. TUT JONES was printed in block letters. But the picture of me was
horrible. She’d totally caught me off guard. My hair in real life was dark brown and fell wavy to
just below my ears, and my skin was sort of a dark tan color. But in the picture, my hair looked
yellow and my skin looked green. I thought about asking her to retake it, but seeing as how I’d
only be here one day, I guess it didn’t matter.“I’m Camp Counselor Crystal,” she said, pointing to
her name badge, which unlike my photo looked like one of those glamour shots. In the photo, her
bright red hair was piled on top of her head, like it had been styled for a wedding. But here, in
real life, she had a ball cap on, and her hair looked tangled and stringy. “Wear your badges at all
times so we know you’re part of the group.” She eagle-eyed us until we clipped them on.Maybe if
I took it off later, I could sneak away.Thanks to Henry’s promptness, he and I were the first ones
to get to camp, but other kids filed up as the minutes passed. There were at least five kids I
recognized from school, including Joe Hurd and Brandon Knauss. I’d never pegged them as
science nerds. Their parents must have signed them up. I was friendly enough with them at
school, so they came over and stood by Henry and me.“Science camp sucks,” Joe said.I
completely agreed. I was going to have the shabtis put sour milk in Horus’s bowl to get back at
him for making me come.“Give it a chance,” Henry said. “It’s going to be awesome.”“What would
be awesome is being home playing video games while my parents are at work,” Joe said. “Do



you have any idea what game just got released?”If Gil were around, he’d have told me. Between
the two of us, Gil was the one who was way more into video games. I played mostly so we could
hang out together. The thought kind of depressed me. Why did Gil have to go away in the first
place? Playing games hadn’t been the same since.Just then a girl I’d never seen before skipped
up to join us. Her hair was blond and so super-curly that it bounced up and down with every step
she took. It was like she had a cumulus cloud attached to her head.“Am I late?” she asked,
completely out of breath.Henry took one look at her and grinned like a puppy dog letting its
tongue hang out. And then I saw why. She had the exact same T-shirt on as Henry. It was like
they’d texted each other ahead of time and planned it.“I’m Henry Snider,” he said, sticking his
hand out like he was some grown-up or something.The girl grabbed it and shook it so hard that I
thought Henry’s arm might fall off.“Blair,” she said. “Blair Drake. And, seriously, I can’t believe
today is finally here. I have been waiting for this camp, like, forever. Did you see the list of places
we get to go?”“It’s not at the zoo every day?” Brandon said.I was glad I wasn’t the only clueless
one around.“Did you not check the camp website?” Henry said, as if Brandon’s comment topped
the stupid scale.“There’s a website?” Brandon said. “Joe, did you know there’s a website?”“For
what?” Joe said.Blair stared at them like they should actually live at the zoo.“I’m Tut Jones,” I
said, pointing to my name badge.“That’s kind of a weird name,” Blair said.The name thing was
nothing I hadn’t heard about a gazillion times before. “Yeah, Jonas was my first choice, but my
parents didn’t listen. They didn’t go for the whole Jonas Jones thing.”“You don’t look like a
Jonas,” Blair said.I guess that meant I looked like a Tut.Now might be a good time to mention
why I continued to use my real name. You might argue it would be easier to just pick a fake name
and go with it. Like John. Or Mike. Or even Jonas. But I really liked my name. It defined me. And it
was something I was not willing to give up. I’d lost so many other things in life: my family, the
throne of Egypt. My name was staying forever. Anyway, plenty of people had weird names these
days.“My sister’s name is Atlas,” Brandon said, helping my case without even realizing it.“Oh,
yeah, and did you see that some Hollywood star named their kid Saber?” Joe said. “That’s what
I’m going to change my name to when I turn eighteen. Saber Hurd. Man, I love the sound of
that.”He, unlike me, would turn eighteen someday. And he was right. Saber Hurd did sound
pretty cool.“Hey, what ever happened to that girlfriend of yours, Tut?” Brandon asked. “Did she
get in a fight and get kicked out of school again?”“What girlfriend?” I asked, even though I knew
exactly who he was talking about. Tia was this amazing, awesome girl I’d met at the beginning of
the school year, back during the Uncle Horemheb fiasco. I hadn’t seen her since before school
let out. And I had no way to get in touch with her.Joe looked at me like I was a few fries short of a
Happy Meal, but I kept up the act because I didn’t trust myself when talking about Tia. My heart
was already thumping in my chest.“You know,” Joe said. “That girl who wore the combat boots
and dyed her hair a different color every day? She dropped off the face of the earth.”I shrugged.
“Oh, that girl. I have no clue. The last time I saw her was probably the last time you did, too. I
totally forgot about her.”Complete lie. I thought about Tia all the time.“My dad owns a carnival,”
Blair said, as if somehow that was the next obvious direction for the conversation. Or maybe she



didn’t like us talking about some girl she didn’t know.“I love carnivals,” Henry said, moving right
along in the conversation with her. He hadn’t taken his eyes off her.“What carnival?” I asked. I
was happy not to be talking about Tia or the oddness of my name anymore. Normally I could pull
together a combination of herbs and scents and say a small spell, and people around me would
forget small things that didn’t really make sense. Powers like that came from my scarab heart.
From my patron deity, who happened to be Osiris, god of plants and bugs. Osiris was also why
my skin did actually look green from time to time, like in the badge picture.But ever since I gave
Henry all the energy from my scarab heart, my immortal powers had been sporadic and weak. I
couldn’t even make grass grow anymore. I’d tried to recharge my heart—to fill it with immortal
energy by channeling that energy through an obelisk—but it hadn’t made me feel any different,
which was weird. Recharging my scarab heart used to be one of the best feelings in the
world.Blair pulled a handful of brochures out of her pocket and handed us each one. “You know.
That new one over across the river. It’s a charity carnival. We’re raising money to save
endangered snake species around the world. Do you know people hunt snakes and kill them for
horrible things like voodoo rituals and fake medicine? It has to be stopped. And my dad and I . . .
we are totally doing our part.”“It sounds . . . um . . . interesting,” Joe said. He glanced at the
brochure like he wasn’t sure if he could stick it in the nearest trash can or if that would be too
rude.“Do you have jugglers?” Brandon asked. I guess the charity aspect wasn’t a big enough
draw.“Do we have jugglers?!” Blair said. “We have jugglers and a Ferris wheel and even a fun
house.”I was about to ask something else, but then she turned back to Henry, and their eyes
locked. And I swear I could almost see little hearts floating in the air above their heads. Which
was good news, now that I thought about it. I could ditch science camp after today and get back
to looking for Gil. The problem was that if Gil wanted to be found, he would have left me clues. It
was like he’d been erased from the same reality as me.Still, I had no intention to give up that
easily. I could visit Auntie Isis. Maybe she knew where Gil went. Not that any part of me wanted
to visit Horus’s mom. The last time I’d seen her, she’d tried to mummify me. I didn’t particularly
want to give her the chance to finish the job. Maybe Horus could check with her. Even if she was
the queen of the gods, she was still his mom. I’d ask him when I got home.“You should totally
come to our carnival,” Blair said, licking her lips like she was checking if she had lip gloss on,
which I don’t think she did; her lips were really pale. “But if it’s not your thing, my dad has a
bunch of other businesses that all raise money for the same charity. Like a wax museum. And a
restaurant. That really nice new place in Old Town. It’s reservation-only. I’ll bring you guys some
information tomorrow. And next year, my dad is running for senator of Virginia. He’s going to
make a difference. If I were eighteen, I would totally vote for him.”“He’s running for sena—” Henry
started, but he got cut off by Camp Counselor Crystal.Camp Counselor Crystal launched into a
ten-minute-long speech about all the amazing places we were going to go for the next two
weeks. Sure, they were all cool places, but my summer was not about going to camp. I needed
to find Gil.“Stop staring at her,” I whispered to Henry while our group walked through the zoo.
Henry hadn’t taken his eyes off Blair, not even to listen to the science counselor lady.“Huh?” I



don’t think Henry even blinked.I smacked him on the arm. “Blair. You’re completely staring at
her.”He didn’t reply.“Henry,” I said, a little louder, trying to get his attention.Camp Counselor
Crystal whipped around. “Quiet voices,” she said, putting her finger to her lips. “We’re getting
ready to enter the reptile house. Reptiles do not like loud sounds. It makes them agitated. Very,
very agitated.”The last thing we needed was some angry iguanas chasing after us, so I let it
drop. I’d give Henry a hard time later. But the weird thing was that Blair was also sneaking looks
at Henry. She was barely even glancing at me. It made no sense. People were always drawn to
me. I was King Tut. I’d been the pharaoh of Egypt.But as soon as we entered the reptile house,
Blair looked away from Henry and started staring around at everything else. Her eyes got super-
wide, and I’m pretty sure she stopped blinking. Slowly she edged her way to the back of the
group. Henry looked at her, then at Camp Counselor Crystal. It was a huge dilemma for him, but
nice timing for me. I could finally get his attention. I wasn’t here to stare at lizards.“You need to
help me find Gil,” I said. “I’m not having much luck on my own.”“Uh huh,” Henry said, still glancing
back at Blair. She’d stopped at one of the displays—I think it was for a Gaboon viper—and she
had her cheek pressed up against it, like she was trying to listen through the glass. Maybe it had
something to do with her endangered-snake charity.But before I could comment on this, images
of a snake began to flash through my mind. A giant snake, devouring something, like stories I’d
heard growing up. Snakes were revered back in ancient Egypt, but they were also feared. One
bite from the wrong kind of snake—which in my opinion was any kind of snake—could be
deadly, at least for a mortal. I didn’t have anything to worry about. Except then the images
became way more real. I was sitting in the dark, and things slithered around me, making hissing
noises like snakes. And in the vision I wasn’t me. I was Gil.I tried to jump up, to get away from the
slithering, but I couldn’t move. Everything was really foggy, and my head felt so heavy I was
having problems holding it up. My eyes were closed and I fought to open them, using every bit of
strength inside me.I called on my scarab heart powers. They didn’t work.My eyes finally snapped
open. I was still here, at the zoo. What I’d just seen had been a vision. Some kind of daydream.
Everything was exactly as it had been. I stood by Henry, and Blair was still by the snake display
with her face pressed against the glass. But the weird thing was that the snake inside was nose
to nose with her. And all the other snakes, in the other display cases . . . they were hissing and
looking right at her. It was like my vision had done something to the snakes.I tore my eyes away
from Blair, but the reptile house was hot and muggy and freaky and what I really needed to do
was get out of here and get on with finding Gil. That’s what this daydream was trying to tell
me.“Dude, what’s up with that girl?” Brandon said. “She’s a little freaky.”Henry whipped around to
face him. “You’re freaky.” And he looked angrier than I’d ever seen him look. But it wasn’t just
Henry’s anger that took me by surprise. It was the confidence that poured off him. Immortal
confidence. It had to be coming from the scarab heart energy inside him.Brandon backed away.
He looked like he might pee his pants.This was a bad situation getting worse.I rested my hand
on Henry’s arm, trying to calm him. The last thing we needed was Henry picking a fight. Whether
he was immortal or not, he still had immortal energy pumping through him. Someone could get



hurt. And he’d get kicked out of science camp for sure.Wait, maybe that wasn’t such a bad
idea.No. It wasn’t a good plan. Henry would never get over it.“Henry, come on. You’re missing
what Camp Counselor Crystal is saying.” I didn’t care about missing her speech, but Henry
would. Or at least he should. But he didn’t move. So I dragged him away from Brandon and out
of the reptile house. Maybe the heat was just getting to him, too.But even as we left the reptile
house, images from the vision returned to me. I felt like Gil was in trouble, and I was the only one
who could help him. I had to find him.3Where I Play with Fire“Great Master, we have a problem.”I
nearly tripped over the army of small clay men in front of me as I walked into my townhouse. It
was the shabti leader who spoke, Colonel Cody, finally back from whatever errand he’d been
running. He stood there wringing his hands frantically. His golden face looked ashen. Or maybe
that was my imagination. His face never really changed color, seeing as how it was painted on.
Behind him stood twenty shabtis, also gold, but with green clothing. My special fighting unit. This
couldn’t be good.“What kind of problem do we have?” I asked, trying to keep my voice steady. I
didn’t want to upset the little shabti. Since he’d returned from the underworld, he’d been trying
extra hard to please me. I’d almost lost him during the whole Uncle Horemheb debacle. But
thanks to Horus, I’d gotten him back. Sure, Horus had to travel to the underworld to retrieve
Colonel Cody, but since Horus was a god, it wasn’t as epic as it seemed.He steadied his hands
in front of himself, like he was trying to stay calm. “There seems to be an issue in the basement.
We believe your assistance might be required, Great Pharaoh.”Oh, the shabtis. How I loved
them. After nearly a hundred years together, I always knew when they were holding out on me.
They never flat-out lied, but they did have an amazing ability to dance around the truth.“The
basement?” I almost never went down to the basement of my townhouse. If there was ever a
problem with the plumbing or electrical work, the shabtis took care of it. They were way better at
that kind of stuff than me, which made me sure this wasn’t some sort of loose wiring or
something like that.“The basement,” Colonel Cody said, nodding. Since he was the leader of my
shabtis, he took charge of pretty much anything that went wrong.“And you’re sure you need my
help?” I asked. I needed to find Gil. I’d already mapped out the places I was going to search for
the rest of the day.“Absolutely certain,” Colonel Cody said. His eyes were wide and
unblinking.Whatever was going on in the basement, I wasn’t getting out of it. So I followed the
army of shabtis down two flights of stairs.Colonel Cody held a tiny torch that looked like it had
been constructed from a Q-tip and a Band-Aid. It wasn’t doing much to light up the place, so I let
a small amount of light escape from my scarab heart. Gil’s scarab heart. I was still trying to get
used to it, and it didn’t feel right to call it my own.“Open the door, Great Master,” Colonel Cody
said. But right as he spoke, something slammed into the wooden door from the other side.My
gut reaction was to step back, but then my brain took over. I was not stepping back from
whatever was behind this door. I was the Great Pharaoh Tutankhamun. I’d hunted jackals and
ridden on the backs of rhinoceros. I was more than capable of facing whatever dust bunnies the
shabtis might have uncovered. I opened the door.The light from my scarab heart bounced off the
thing in front of me, and instantly I regretted it. It was about the size of a polar bear. I knew this



because I’d just seen one at the zoo. Except unlike a cute little polar bear face, the thing in front
of me had the head of a lion with bright white fangs popping out on either side of its ginormous
mouth. Drool spilled from its black lips and dripped onto the concrete floor of the basement. Its
tail stood straight up behind it. Actually, it wasn’t really a tail. It was a snake, which hissed as
soon as it saw me.The thing lifted its upper lip into a snarl, exposing two rows of terrifying teeth
that could rip my arm off in one solid bite. Armless was not how I intended to spend the rest of
my immortal life.“What. Is. It?” I asked Colonel Cody, keeping my voice low so I wouldn’t upset
the monster. But it didn’t work because that’s when the ears on the thing perked up; they were at
least a foot tall. With those ears, it could probably hear a grain of sand fall in the Potomac River
from ten miles away.“It appears to be a monster,” Colonel Cody said. He stood bravely at my feet,
and with a small wave of his arm, the twenty battle shabtis moved forward, forming four rows of
five. And though my shabtis were fierce when it came to protecting me, I was pretty sure this
thing could step on them with its huge lion paws and crush them.“What kind of mon—” I started,
but I didn’t have time to finish, because the thing let out a huge roar that made my bones vibrate.
Globby drool spewed from its mouth and drenched me. And then it pounced.It jumped twenty
feet from a sitting position and flew through the air. Luckily I still had scarab heart reflexes, so I
leapt out of the way, vaulting through the air and landing on the opposite side of the basement.I
rooted around behind me, trying to find something I could use as a weapon. I didn’t dare take my
eyes off the monster. My hand latched on to something, and I yanked hard, pulling it free. I held it
out in front of me menacingly.Colonel Cody said, “I’m not sure the toilet drainpipe is the best
idea, Great Master.”Smelly sewer water gushed around my feet. But the shabtis could fix the
pipes later. I swung the pipe hard, right at the monster’s lion head. I swear it blinked out of
existence, or else it was just really fast. In a split second it was ten feet to the right of where it had
been and coming at me from the side.“How is it so fast?” I said, and swung again. I hadn’t
actually hit the monster, but the pipe did seem to keep it back.“It appears to have special skills,”
Colonel Cody said, stating the obvious.“Skills! What is this monster?” With the way the thing kept
flitting around, I had to keep changing directions.“I’m certain that I don’t—” Colonel Cody
said.“Don’t say you don’t know,” I said. “Tell me. What am I fighting?” If I didn’t know what it was,
I’d have no clue how to defeat it. As it was, I wasn’t sure that would help anyway. I let a bit more
light escape from my heart, casting it on the monster. Maybe enough light would make it
blind.The light hit the monster, and instantly it stopped moving and closed its eyes. And then it
sniffed the air, deep and steady, sucking in for a good thirty seconds. I know I could have swung
the pipe at it in that moment, but something held me back.“Colonel Cody,” I said, prompting the
shabti.“We can’t be completely certain,” Colonel Cody said.“If you had to make an educated
guess?”Colonel Cody looked to the monster, still with its eyes closed, and then back at me.
“Humbaba,” he said.“Humbaba?” It sounded really familiar.Colonel Cody nodded. “Humbaba.
Guardian of the Cedar Forest. Destroyer of millions. Devourer of the living and the dead.
Completely indestructible, at least according to our best translations of the Epic of—”“The Epic
of Gilgamesh!” I said. “Why is there a monster from the Epic of Gilgamesh in my basement?”



Roaches. Spiders. Maybe even the occasional mushroom. These are things I would expect to
find in my basement. Not mythological monsters intent on killing me.It was about this time that
Humbaba stopped sniffing at the air. His eyes flew open and fixed on me. He took a step
forward. I gripped the pipe. I was in serious trouble here.“Indestructible?” I asked Colonel
Cody.“Only so far,” Colonel Cody said. “But we believe in you, Great Master. We know you will
find a way to vanquish the monster.”At least one of us had confidence.I wracked my brain, poring
through everything Gil had ever told me about his history. He’d told me stories about his
adventures before he met me. He’d battled gods and monsters alike. Gil was the most epic
immortal the world had ever known. I vaguely remembered him mentioning this Humbaba
monster, about trapping it, but I had no clue how to get rid of it.I swung the pipe again, but this
time, instead of moving around, Humbaba only stepped backward, out of the reach of the pipe.
So I swung again. He jumped straight up in the air, and when he landed, his snake tail started
wagging back and forth, like some kind of puppy dog’s. He let out another roar, but it sounded
like an invitation instead of a threat. And then he grabbed hold of the pipe with his fangs and
pulled at it, as if it were some kind of oversize puppy toy.Power started building up in my
fingertips. But what was I going to do? Grow some plants on him? That’s all my immortal skills
had ever been good for before. Growing plants and summoning bugs. Plus my powers were flaky
at best these days. A couple dozen cockroaches wouldn’t do much to vanquish this monster.As
the power in my fingertips grew, Humbaba’s eyes widened, and his tail started wagging faster.
He let the pipe go. I was sure it was all some trick and that he was going to pounce on me and rip
my head off at any second. I raised the pipe to swing again, but . . .. . . I couldn’t do it. Humbaba
looked too happy. So I threw the pipe backward over my head and I let the power flow.Flames
sprung from my fingertips and grew into a great ball of fire. I stared at it, not believing what I was
seeing. I didn’t have power over fire. That was all Gil. He got it from his patron god, Nergal.
Except Gil didn’t have that power anymore. I had his heart, and maybe, unless I was
hallucinating, I had his powers, too.I let the fireball grow until it was the size of a basketball, and
then I pulled my right hand back and threw the fireball as hard as I could, directly through the
open door.Humbaba took off, chasing after the fireball, moving so fast I lost sight of him in under
a second.“Good boy,” I said, and then I turned my sights to Colonel Cody.He shrunk under my
gaze.“Do you want to tell me what happened?” I asked, and then I shook my head. “Never mind.
I’m going to shower first.” I was covered head to toe in toilet water and monster drool.“A very,
very wise plan,” Colonel Cody said, nodding agreeably. But he looked everywhere except right at
me, like he didn’t want to make eye contact, and I knew he was hiding something.4Where the
Shabtis Try to Burn Me AliveColonel Cody summoned Lieutenant Roy to the basement to lead
the cleanup effort and to fix the pipe. I stumbled back up the stairs in my townhouse. I knew there
was a reason I never went into the basement.“Great Master, we have a wonderful idea,” Colonel
Cody said no sooner than we walked into the family room.“Does it involve my shower?” I asked
after tearing off my clothes and tossing them in a pile.Faster than you can say “stinky monster
drool clothes,” Colonel Cody snapped his little fingers, and four shabtis ran over to the pile of



laundry. I made a beeline for my bathroom.“Well, sort of,” Colonel Cody said.I raised an eyebrow
and looked down at him. “The only thing I’m doing right now is taking a shower.”Colonel Cody
nodded, and I couldn’t help but notice at least half the shabtis had covered their noses. I guess
even six-inch-tall clay men aren’t immune to the smell of sewer water mixed with monster
drool.“If my master would honor us with one minute, I would be happy to explain,” Colonel Cody
said.I shook my head. “I’ll be out in a few minutes.”A few minutes turned into a half an hour.
Halfway in, I’d wished I’d brought a scrub brush in with me. No matter how hard I washed, I felt
like I was still coated in sewage and drool. It was only the water finally turning cold that drove me
out.The shabtis stood waiting, but I ignored them. Colonel Cody opened his mouth at least ten
times to try to talk, but I put up my hand. The only thing I wanted to do right now was fall
asleep.***Iwoke up the next morning on the futon to the smell of thick incense. And then I felt my
scarab heart burning.“What in the name of Amun Ra is going on?” I jumped up off the futon and
brushed the burning incense from my bare chest. I looked around, sure hippie assassins were
lurking nearby. No one was around except the shabtis.I narrowed my eyes at Colonel Cody, who
looked the other way and started whistling.“What’s going on?” I said.He cocked his head at me.
“Great Pharaoh was sleeping.”I took a step closer, but almost tripped on twenty shabtis running
by with some old towels. I stepped over them.“And I woke up because . . . ?” I said. Great Osiris,
the shabtis avoided the truth like a plague of locusts. They always did exactly what I told them—
except when they could sidestep around it.The little shabti shrugged. “Great Tutankhamun was
no longer tired?”I reached down and picked him up, holding him near my face. “Did you light
incense on me, Colonel Cody?”He broke down. “Oh, Great Master, please order me to end my
own existence if you must, but we were only trying to help you.”“Help me? By burning me alive?”
I set him back down on the coffee table.“Not burn you alive,” Colonel Cody said. “We were
cleansing you.”“Cleansing me?” I said. Hadn’t the half hour shower been enough?“To cleanse
the heart of the heathen within your chest,” Colonel Cody said, jumping off the table and back
onto the floor.If he hadn’t looked so earnest, I might have not answered. But I could tell that he
believed every word he said.“Gil’s not a heathen and my scarab heart is fine,” I said.“As you say,
Great Pharaoh.”But I knew no amount of talking would convince the shabtis. Once they got an
idea in their heads, there was no stopping it.“No more burning incense on my chest,” I
said.Colonel Cody nodded. “Yes, Great Master.”I knew how the shabtis operated. “No more
doing anything to me while I’m asleep without my direct spoken approval,” I said. “Swear it on the
tomb of Great Osiris himself.”I didn’t pull out the threat of Great Osiris very often. But my
townhouse was my refuge. I might not have been pharaoh of anything else in the world anymore,
but I still had my townhouse.All the shabtis bowed their heads. “On the tomb of Great Osiris
himself, we swear it,” they said in unison.“And what are you doing, anyway?” I turned to the
window. A stack of towels flew out from the fire escape where I knew they’d land in the dumpster
below.“Spring cleaning,” Colonel Cody said. He snapped his fingers, and a set of black sheets
went out the window next.“It’s summer,” I said. Then it registered. “Hey, those are Gil’s
sheets.”Colonel Cody bowed. “We were taking it upon ourselves to rid the townhouse of the



heathen lord’s belongings.”“You’re throwing out Gil’s bedsheets?”“They were very threadbare,”
Colonel Cody said. “I would take my own life before I would allow you to sleep on sheets of such
inferior quality. Many of his possessions we’ve started moving to the basement.”“The basement,”
I said, and it clicked into place. “You let out Humbaba!”“A most unfortunate accident,” Colonel
Cody said, pressing a hand to his forehead. “He was stored in a clay tablet. I believe the heathen
trapped him there. But”—he let out a small laugh—“you know how things are. Tablets are old.
And, well, one small bump and . . .”“Why are you moving Gil’s stuff to the basement?” I asked.
“He could come back any day.”“Gil’s not coming back,” Horus said, dodging towels as he walked
in from the fire escape. “You know that.”I tried not to take the bait, but Horus and Gil . . . well,
there was always this strain between the two of them. They argued about the best ways to
protect me, when I didn’t need their protection at all. But my fourteen-year-old mind took over
and I couldn’t help myself. “He is coming back,” I said. “I know he is.”“If Gil wanted to be found,
then he’d have been found by now.” Horus flicked his paw dismissively in my direction.I closed
my eyes and counted to ten. Horus’s lack of concern was infuriating. But he hadn’t had the vision
that I had. He didn’t understand that Gil could be in trouble.“Where did you go yesterday?” I
asked. Maybe he did have feelers out and was secretly searching for Gil. I really hoped so,
because I was running out of options fast.Horus normally at least gave me an idea of where he
was going to be. Sometimes he went to visit his girlfriend, a cat goddess named Bast. She was
shiny and gold, and she and Horus had been on-again-off-again for centuries. Also, I was used
to him disappearing around the new moon. He went crazy and blind when there was no light in
the sky, and it was just safest when he went away. Otherwise there was the unpopular risk that
he’d try to kill me. But the moon right now was a waxing crescent. He had a good three weeks
until he was supposed to go away again.“Ah, you missed me,” Horus said. “I knew you cared.”
But then he walked to his milk bowl and frowned. It was empty. “Tut?” He narrowed his good eye
at me.“What?” I said, pretending I didn’t know what he was talking about. I was still mad about
him making me go to camp.“I’m kind of thirsty.” Horus licked his lips. His tail flicked back and
forth patiently, as if he were willing to play this game as long as I was.“Whatever,” I finally said,
and I looked to Colonel Cody, who summoned two shabtis to fill up the milk bowl.“So really,
where’d you go?” I asked. I wouldn’t dare say anything, but Horus’s normally shiny spotted
Egyptian Mau fur looked dull and clumpy, almost like he’d been rolling in dirt. It was very
unregal.“I was watching the tides,” Horus said.“And?”“And what?”“Did you see anything
interesting?” I asked. “No, never mind. Just play your games. Don’t mind me.”“I won’t,” Horus
said. He finished drinking his milk and jumped on top of his scratching post. It, like lots of the
things around my townhouse, was covered in Egyptian hieroglyphs. We’d had it forever, also like
a lot of the things around my townhouse.Just then the doorbell rang.“Expecting someone, Tut?”
Horus asked.Options of who would come by my townhouse were pretty limited. Nobody really
knew who I was or where I lived. I mean, sure, I went to school, and kids in my grade knew me.
But nobody knew I was the actual King Tut from ancient history. Nobody except two people.Tia,
the girl Joe and Brandon had been asking about yesterday, of course, was one. And seeing as



how it had been months since I’d heard from her, the odds were against her being at the door, no
matter how much I might have wanted her to stop by and see me. Henry was the other. I was
betting on him.
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